BENEFITS
AT A GLANCE

+ Adapts seamlessly to shifting
consumer behaviors
+ Enables safe, rapid business
expansion across channels
and borders
+ Protects sensitive shopper
data with omni-channel tokens
and validated P2P encryption
+ Increases conversion and
reduces chargebacks with
enhanced fraud protection
+ Maintains flexibility, choice
and control of your payment
solutions
+ Reduces the burden and costs
of PCI compliance

Delivering
Omni-Channel
Payment
Journeys
for Today’s
Consumers
Today’s consumers don’t see channels, they see brands. Digitally confident and
experience-driven shoppers look to interact with those brands when, where and how they
want, moving seamlessly across digital and physical channels to complete their purchases.
Merchants can no longer afford to have disconnects or inconsistencies across in-store,
mobile, online and other touchpoints. You need access to flexible, innovation-ready
payment technologies that enable secure, convenient omni-channel customer journeys
and enhance your profitability.

Introducing ACI®
Omni-Commerce™
ACI® Omni-Commerce™ is a secure omni-channel payment processing platform
with the flexibility to support your in-store, online and mobile needs, and the
scalability to power the purchasing experiences that customers are looking for
now and in the future. Support for multiple card payment types (credit, debit,
prepaid, EMV and contactless), global schemes (Apple Pay and Google Pay)
and alternative payment methods (PayPal, Klarna, iDEAL, Alipay, etc.)—is
coupled with access to a global payments network of acquirers and payment
providers. Robust payments security is achieved through P2P encryption,
merchant and network tokens, and real-time online fraud prevention
capabilities. The solution gives you the ability to support your customers’
payment choices while keeping costs under control and fraud at bay.

Delivering the Experiences
Your Customers Demand
More and more customers are browsing, buying and returning items with no
regard to the channel. Because our solution operates across all channels and
supports all payment types and devices, ACI Omni-Commerce enables you to
support true multi-channel customer journeys, delivering a consistent, superior
brand experience, whenever and wherever your customers choose to engage.
Whether it’s pay-in-aisle, kiosks, pay-at-pump, mobile app payments, QR code
acceptance, eCommerce, traditional or mobile POS, buy online, pickup instore, drive through or the increasingly popular curbside collection—we’ve got
it covered.
Our global solution offers instant access to hundreds of payment methods and
acquirers, enabling you to offer your customers’ preferred way to pay. We also
enable a single view of your customers and their payments activity across all
touchpoints, giving you better visibility of your customers’ buying behavior and
ensuring you can deliver a more personalized service.
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ACI Worldwide is a global
software company that
provides mission-critical
real-time payment solutions
to corporations. Customers
use our proven, scalable
and secure solutions to
process and manage digital
payments, enable
omni-commerce payments,
present and process bill
payments, and manage
fraud and risk. We combine
our global footprint with local
presence to drive the realtime digital transformation of
payments and commerce.

Security, Risk, Fraud and
Compliance—Covered
ACI Omni-Commerce helps you de-risk your business with robust data security
and fraud prevention capabilities. This includes smart tokenization (centralized
omni-tokens), P2P encryption and asset management, which enable you to
secure sensitive customer data and reduce the costs and burden of
PCI compliance.
Our integrated, multi-layered fraud management capabilities include machine
learning models, predictive and behavioral analytics, customer profiling
techniques, unlimited rules and powerful consortium data. Delivered by expert
fraud analysts—who add a critical human element to fraud strategy optimization
—this results in highly accurate fraud decisioning, allowing you to strike the right
balance between blocking fraud and supporting sales.

LEARN MORE
WWW.ACIWORLDWIDE.COM
@ACI_WORLDWIDE
CONTACT@ACIWORLDWIDE.COM

Putting You in Control of
Your Payments
The ACI Omni-Commerce solution brings simplicity to complex payment
challenges and gives you greater control over your payment processes and costs.
A range of simple, web-based tools enables you to manage POS estates, access
one consolidated view of transactions across channels and produce high-value
performance reports. Advanced payment analytics tools enable deep insights
into historical data and emerging trends, and predictive views that can drive
optimized business decisions and inform strategic initiatives.
As our solutions are vendor-agnostic, we support a wide range of devices and
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acquiring relationships, which gives you the flexibility to select and flex which
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extremely rapid rollout, we can also provide a set of pre-certified,
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acquirers, terminal vendors and partners you work with in line with your business
needs. Sometimes time to market is the most critical factor and, to enable an
pre-packaged options.
As your business expands, we cost-effectively deliver the scalability and high
availability to ensure your customers get the level of service they expect.
Trust ACI to support your customers and maximize your profitability across
shopping channels.
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